S3 result toppers

S5 result toppers
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

S5 RESULTS (2017-21 BATCH)
SEMESTER TOPPERS

Poornima V 9.26
Rahul Krishnakumar 9.17
Vishnu P 9.17

Joe Joy 8.78
Akhil svuarnan 8.76
Anand PH 8.74
Arjun S 8.59

Lithul Krishna 8.43
Mahesh V S 8.41
Jithin Babu 8.35
Nikhil U 8.22

Jishnu C S 8.17
Melvin K Moncy 8.15
Rohith R Varma 8.11

Bristo Jose 8.09
Vinay Krishna 8.07
V J Adarsh shenoy 8.00

S7 result topper
**Industrial Visit**

Industrial visit organized for students from mechanical department in various engineering plant in Marriot hotel on 11/02/2020. Around 15 students visited there and two staffs accompanied with them.
IEEE student chapter

The requirements of the member and geographic activities board operations manual have been met and the IEEE robotics and automation society, biometrics council, nanotechnology council, sensors council, systems council branch chapter at the Adi Shankara Institute of Engineering and Technology has been formed. The effective date of this student branch chapter formation is January 24, 2020. Abhijith B of S8ME-A is the student representative of this branch chapter and assistant professor Mr. Tony K P is the student branch chapter advisor.

Machinery expo 2020

Three faculties and three students of Mechanical engineering Department, were visited Machinery Expo 2020, organised by Govt. of Kerala at Thrissur. Staff as well as the students interacted with company officials regarding the internship, projects and placement opportunities.
Lecture for S8ME students

Mr. Shaji Jacob of MIE delivered a lecture for S8ME students on engineering competitive exams on 18/02/2020.
FDP attended

Mr. Tony K P of mechanical department attended an international faculty development programme in NIT Calicut on Robotics, Artificial Intelligence and Control (RAIAC 2020) from Feb 3 – 8.

Robowar

Abhijith B of S8ME-A and Jithu Augustine of S6ME-A bagged first prize for robowar competition conducted in Nirmala Engineering College.
**Bronze medal in KTU athletic meet**

Emil Bento of S4ME-A bagged bronze medal for discus throw in Kerala Technological University athletic meet.
**Advaiya arts 2020 results**

1. Band music – U S Harikrishna of S8ME – B & team bagged 2\textsuperscript{nd} prize with A grade.

2. Wind Instrument Eastern – Ramasubramoniam of S8ME – B bagged first prize with A grade.

3. Manimelam – Yedukrishnan M of S8ME-B bagged first prize with A grade.

4. Wind Instrument Western – Ramasubramoniam of S8ME – B bagged second prize with B grade.

5. Short film – Aadil of S3ME-A bagged second prize with A grade.


7. Fancy Dress – Azhar Muhammed Ansari and team of S8ME bagged second prize with B grade.

8. Mimicry – P R Gopalakrishnan of S4ME-B bagged first prize with A grade.